Performance™ Air Purifier
How Clean is Your Indoor Air?
The EPA has identified indoor air pollution as a high priority public risk. Pollen and mold spores enter through
doors and windows, bacteria and viruses spread between family and friends, fine dust particles get kicked up
from floors and furniture, dander and hair fall from pets – and it all circulates in the air that you breathe inside
your home. The Performance™ air purifier is our competitively priced model with patented Captures & Kills™
technology. It offers a high rate of effectiveness against cold and flu viruses while
filtering at an excellent MERV 13 efficiency.
Independent lab testing on the Performance air purifier technology has
shown a 96% germicidal effectiveness (inactivation) within 24 hours for
the following:
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warranty *

• Viruses – Human influenza and common cold
• Bacteria – Streptococcus (causes sore throat)

96%

Germicidal
MERV 13

Use with either
furnaces or fan coils

Innovation
Electronic air cleaners can do a great job filtering pollutants out of your home. Our Performance™
air purifier with Captures & Kills™ technology takes it to the next level by “killing”, or deactivating
airborne irritants including selected viruses and bacteria. It’s the same technology trusted to protect
secure government facilities and hospital room patients.

Indoor Environment
The air inside your home can be up to five times more polluted than outdoor air, spreading disease,
or triggering allergic or asthmatic reactions. The Performance™ air purifier treats 100% of the air
flowing through your home comfort system using a unique, three-step process. Step 1: Precision
point ionization charges particles as they enter the purifier. Step 2: A specially designed, continuously
charged media captures airborne particles. Step 3: Patented, state-of-the-art technology kills captured
viruses, bacteria, and mold and can prevent further growth of bacteria and fungi on the filter.

Efficiency
Air filtration systems are measured with the Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) using a
scale from 1 – 16, the higher the number the better. At MERV 13, the Performance™ air purifier
offers a high rate of filtration efficiency for enhanced indoor comfort and cleaner, more energyefficient operation of your heating and cooling system.

*Limited Warranty
To the original owner, the Carrier ® Performance™ air purifier is covered by a 10-year parts limited
warranty upon timely registration. The limited warranty period is five years if not registered
within 90 days of installation. Jurisdictions where warranty benefits cannot be conditioned on
registration will receive the registered limited warranty period. See warranty certificate at carrier.
com for complete details and restrictions.
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